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transcosmos and Leonis Will Begin Providing “OFFERs Stamp SDK” Which Allows an 
Electronic Stamp Function to be Easily Integrated into Existing Smartphone Service, 

Advertisement, and Sales Promotion Tool “OFFERs Lite” 

Additional Smartphone Marketing Options Utilizing Electronic Stamp Becomes Possible 

transcosmos inc. (Headquarters: Tokyo, Japan; President and COO: Masataka Okuda; TSE First Section: 9715; 
hereafter, transcosmos) and its subsidiary Leonis & Co. (Headquarters: Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo; Partners: Keiji Ito and 
Matsutomo Uenishi; hereafter Leonis) will begin providing an “electronic stamp function”, which Leonis has patented 
as its unique technology, as “OFFERs Stamp SDK”, which is geared towards platform operators, and expands 
coupon and ticket service. In addition, we will provide “OFFERs Lite”, an omni-channel marketing tool “OFFERs” 
which specializes in smartphone-based advertisement and sales promotion function, for limited-time offer campaigns 
and short term events. 

Leonis, which specializes in omni-channel consulting and system development, is expanding 
the omni-channel marketing tool “OFFERs”, a function which is highly beneficial when providing 
support to various companies using smartphones. “OFFERs” can perform visitor promotion by 
sending offers such as coupons, gather and analyze browsing and usage data of offers, 
retargeting, and is capable of multiple functions to support ongoing marketing activity towards 
customers. The “electronic stamp function” allows authentication of coupons and admission 
tickets by just touching a physical terminal to create a physical stamp on a smartphone display, 
and has been used since its implementation to “OFFERs” in October 2013, as a marketing tool 
at brick and mortar businesses, and as a “ticket collector” function for electronic tickets at large 
scale box offices which can service tens of thousands of people, due to the fact that there is no 
need to install an exclusive terminal and yet makes the site operation easy. 

Now we are able to provide “OFFERs Stamp SDK”, which is geared towards top platform 
operators by expanding coupon and ticket service, and allows the “electronic stamp function” to 
be integrated easily into their already developed in-house apps and existing systems such as 
CRM tool. Now you can also dispense inexpensive physical stamps at stores that distribute 
coupons and event venues, reconcile used coupons, and authenticate electronic tickets of 

visiting customers by just touching the stamp on the customer’s smartphone. 

At the same time, we will begin providing “OFFERs Lite”, which is a smartphone tool geared towards limited-time 
offer campaigns and short term events that can perform smartphone advertisements and visitor promotions more 
easily, provide quicker delivery, and lower costs. “OFFERs Lite”, which specializes in the advertisement and visitor 
promotion function of “OFFERs”, allows customer analysis features such as “how many customers viewed or 
showed interest in the ad”, and “how many customers actually used the coupon” on campaigns and events by 
combining coupons, electronic tickets, and stamp rallies, and by using the “electronic stamp function” on web ads, 
newsletters, SNS, and company websites geared towards smartphones. For example, by recruiting stamp rally 
event participants through web ads and installing an "electronic stamp” area at the event venue, you can analyze 
“how many people visited in response to viewing the ad”, and “how many stamps were collected”. 



By providing these new services, our clients can select from omni-channel marketing tool “OFFERs”, smartphone 
advertisement and visitor prompting tool “OFFERs Lite”, or “OFFERs Stamp SDK” depending on their needs. 

Going forward, transcosmos and Leonis will continue to support the development of new technology which 
revolutionizes smartphone and support clients’ marketing reach. 

 

* transcosmos is a registered trade name or trademark of transcosmos inc. in Japan and other countries. 
* Other company names and product or service names mentioned are registered trade names or trademarks of various 
other companies. 
 

 

About transcosmos inc. 
transcosmos launched operations in 1966. Since then we have combined superior “human resources” with up-to-date 
“technological” capabilities to enhance the competitive strength of our clients by providing them with superior and valuable 
services. transcosmos currently offers Cost Reduction Services (Contact Center, HR/Financial/Sales Back Office, Order 
Management/SCM, System Development/Management etc.) and Sales Expansion Services (Big Data Analysis, Internet 
Advertising, Website Construction/Management, Smartphone/SNS Utilization, Telemarketing etc.). transcosmos continues 
to pursue operational excellence by providing these services through our 156 locations in 26 countries with a focus in Asia. 
Furthermore, following the expansion of E-Commerce market on the global scale, transcosmos provides a comprehensive, 
one-stop global E-Commerce service to deliver our clients' excellent products and services to consumers in 36 countries. 
transcosmos aims to be the “Global BPO Partner” of our clients to provide them with high quality BPO services on a global 
scale. 
 
 
About Leonis & Co.  
Established in 2011 as an omni-channel marketing company. They provide omni-channel marketing systems and support 
consultation geared towards retailers and IT operators based on omni-channel/O2O knowledge (both business and 
systems aspects). Since its business and capital alliance with transcosmos in June 2014, as a transcosmos subsidiary, 
they have developled strategies and services related to omni-channel ventures for transcosmos group companies. 
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